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Introduction
The efficiency of magnetic reconnection is thought to be set by the diffusion region and its boundary conditions (Cassak & Shay, 2007) . The diffusion region consists of an ion-kinetic-scale ion diffusion region (IDR) wherein ions are demagnetized, electrons are magnetized, and Hall effects accelerate and broaden the exhaust jets (Sonnerup, 1979; Birn et al., 2001; Cassak et al., 2017b) . The IDR encompasses a central electron diffusion region (EDR) (Vasyliunas, 1975; Sonnerup, 1979; , wherein all species are demagnetized and field lines reconnect at an X-point. Superion-Alfvénic, i.e., faster than the ion Alfvén speed, electron jets may extend tens of ion skin depths downstream of the central EDR (Karimabadi et al., 2007; Shay et al., 2007; Phan et al., 2007; Chen et al., 2008) . These extended jets in the so-called outer EDR carry the perpendicular portion of the Hall current system. The jets eventually brake and magnetize (Hwang et al., 2017) , imparting energy to the normal magnetic field.
A number of theoretical works suggest that IDR processes, rather than EDR processes, typically set the collisionless reconnection rate (Birn et al., 2001; Shay et al., 2001; Drake et al., 2008; Cassak et al., 2017b; Liu et al., 2017) . The transition from the whistler-mediated electron outflow to the broad, Alfvén-wave-like fluid exhaust is thought to be driven by the dispersive Hall effect (Mandt et al., 1994) . This theoretical work is largely based on two-dimensional simulations of steady-state reconnection, a framework that suppresses the growth of many instabilities (Daughton et al., 2014; Price et al., 2016 Price et al., , 2017 Le et al., 2017; Liu et al., 2018) . Magnetospheric Multiscale (MMS) magnetopause observations demonstrated that electron dynamics in the EDR can locally (in time and space) modify the reconnection electric field (Genestreti et al., 2018a; Burch et al., 2018) . The growth of 3-d current sheet instabilities near X-points is also frequently observed Graham et al., 2019) . The particle acceleration rate in the EDR, which is proportional to the overall reconnection rate during laminar reconnection (Genestreti et al., 2018b; Nakamura et al., 2018) , often exhibits large positive and negative fluctuations that are up to orders of magnitude larger than expected. "Bursty" particle acceleration is ubiquitous in magnetopause EDRs (Genestreti et al., , 2018a Cassak et al., 2017a; Burch et al., 2018; Webster et al., 2018) . In summary, EDR processes, including instabilities, may modify the local reconnection rate; however it is still not clear whether EDR dynamics have any net impact on the IDR structure or overall reconnection rate.
This study investigates a primary magnetopause reconnection site observed by MMS while the spacecraft were separated by distances exceeding the upstream ion inertial scale. The primary X-line is thought of as the dominant site of magnetospheremagnetosheath reconnection and is distinguished from secondary X-lines that form in the downstream exhaust (see Figure 8 of Fuselier et al. (2018) ). The overarching goal of the investigation is to analyze the coupling between the EDR processes and the structure of the IDR. The manuscript is laid out as follows: section 2 describes the dataset. Section 3 provides context for the magnetopause crossing and the upstream conditions (Table 1) . Section 4 analyzes the ion-scale structure of the IDR, which is used to determine the path of MMS and the structure of the magnetopause ( Figure  2i ). Section 5 determines the opening angle of the exhaust and section 6 analyzes the pileup region of reconnected magnetic flux observed in a thin (thickness in the normal direction is intermediate between ion and electron inertial scales) and elongated (length in the outflow direction is greater than the ion inertial length) channel embedded within the IDR. Section 7 summarizes and interprets these observations.
Instrumentation and data
Simultaneous resolution of electron and ion-scale dynamics is required to understand the EDR/IDR interface. MMS has the time resolution required to resolve the electron scale and, for this event, an average inter-spacecraft separation of ∼1.5 ion skin depths (73 km), permitting resolution of ion-scale dynamics. MMS surveyed the low-latitude magnetopause with an apogee of 12 Earth radii (R E ) from 2015-2017. Early in this interval, the inter-spacecraft separations exceeded the typical magnetosheath ion skin depth . Data from the fast plasma instruments (FPI) , electric field double probes (EDP) (Lindqvist et al., 2016; Ergun et al., 2016) , and fluxgate magnetometers (FGM) (Russell et al., 2016) are used. Distributions and moments of ions and electrons are obtained by FPI once per 150 ms and 30 ms, respectively. Data from the hot plasma composition analyzer (HPCA) , which is able to detect colder plasma compared to FPI, are used to determine asymptotic upstream number densities. The 3-d magnetic field is measured by FGM at 128 vectors per second. The 3-d electric field is measured by EDP at 8,196 vectors per second. Level 3 electric field data are used, which are calibrated to remove running offsets from the electron convective field. The view is from the sun and the color shows the shear angle between the model-draped WIND magnetic field and the T96 magnetospheric field model (Trattner et al., 2007 . The white trace is the predicted X-line location, the blue square is MMS, the black circle is the terminator, and the black arrows are the ion bulk velocity measured by MMS-FPI in the spacecraft velocity frame (note the magnetospheric flow in this frame is too small to be visible).
Magnetopause upstream conditions
The MMS magnetopause crossing occurred on 2015 September 19 at 7:41 universal time (UT) at the location shown in Figure 1 . During ∼7 to 10 UT MMS skirted the magnetopause near the predicted location of the primary low-latitude X-line . Many diffusion region or near-diffusion region encounters occurred in this interval Trattner et al., 2016; Wang et al., 2016; Wilder et al., 2016; Hwang et al., 2017) , indicating persistent reconnection along the low-latitude magnetopause. Wang et al. (2016) investigated ion acceleration during this 7:41 UT crossing and Chen et al. (2016) identified an encounter with the central EDR at 7:43 UT (see Section 7.2). Figure 1 shows (1) that at 7:41 UT MMS was close to the primary Xline location determined by Trattner et al. (2016) and (2) that ion outflow ( Fig. 1b ) was observed as MMS transitioned from the comparatively stagnant magnetospheric plasma (1a) to the magnetosheath flow ( Fig. 1c ).
Relevant parameters for the 7:41 UT magnetopause crossing are provided in Table  1 . Of particular interest is the hybrid upstream inertial length d i0 = 48.0 km, which is smaller than the average inter-spacecraft separation, 73 km. The local orientation and motion of the magnetopause are determined in supporting information (Appendix A). LM N coordinates are determined by applying joint variance analysis (JVA) (Mozer & Retinò, 2007) to the electric and magnetic field observed by MMS-4. Figure A1a shows excellent agreement between these LM N coordinates and four independently determined LM N systems. The velocity of the reconnection site, given in Table 1 , is strongly southward, moderately duskward, and weakly earthward. The velocity was determined using the spatiotemporal difference technique (Shi et al., 2006 (Shi et al., , 2019 and is favorably compared with results from timing analysis (Schwartz, 1998 ) (see Appendix A). Table 1 : Asymptotic upstream conditions and additional parameters determined from MMS-4 data during magnetosphere (7:35-38 UT) and magnetosheath (7:50-8:00 UT) intervals. The hybrid reconnecting magnetic field component B L0 , hybrid ion Alfvén speed V Ai0 , and hybrid inertial lengths d i,e0 are defined in Cassak and Shay (2007) and Cassak et al. (2017a) , where aforementioned "hybrid" quantities are intermediate in value between those of the two inflow regions.
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Evidence for the ion diffusion region
Many signatures of the IDR were observed, some of which are illustrated in Figure  2i . Briefly, MMS observed filamentary super-ion-Alfvénic electron flows along the magnetosphere-side separatrix, sub-Alfvénic demagnetized ion outflow and magnetized electron outflow within the exhaust layer, and Hall electric and magnetic fields, all of which are shown in the Figure 2 in the co-moving velocity frame. As is depicted in Figure 2i , MMS-4 crossed the magnetopause significantly (∼100 km, ∼2 d i0 ) nearer the X-line than MMS-1, 2, and 3, which had similar trajectories in the reconnection L-N plane. As such, Figure 2a -h compares MMS-4 with averaged data from the downstream spacecraft.
The magnetopause retreated inward across MMS, as shown by the transition from a low-density magnetospheric plasma with B L > 0 to a high-density magnetosheath plasma with B L < 0 ( Fig. 2a ,c). Prior to crossing the magnetospheric separatrix, MMS observed filamentary field-aligned electron flows ( Fig. 2g ), which have previously been reported downstream of magnetopause reconnection sites Genestreti et al., 2018a) . These super-ion-Alfvénic electron flows adjacent to the separatrices carry the field-aligned portions of the Hall current loop. Upon crossing the separatrix, sunward Hall electric fields are observed (Fig. 2d ). The Hall E N > 0 is a finite ion gyroradius effect (Pritchett, 2008) . After crossing the separatrix, super-Alfvénic southward electron exhaust was observed ( Fig. 2g ) along with sub-Alfvénic southward ion exhaust ( Fig. 2e ). The ion exhaust was demagnetized, differing significantly (several hundred km/s) from the E × B-drift velocity (Fig. 2f ). The electrons remained largely magnetized ( Fig. 2h ).
On the magnetospheric side of the exhaust, MMS-1, 2, and 3 observed a ∼10second Hall out-of-plane field depression of ∆B M ≈ −21 nT ≈ 0.38B L0 (Fig. 2b) . MMS-4 observed a stronger (∆B M ≈ 35 nT ≈ 0.65B L0 ) Hall field at the magnetopause, which lasted ∼1 second. The Hall magnetic field is generated in the IDR as outflowing electrons drag the magnetic field in the out-of-plane direction (Sonnerup, 1979; Mandt et al., 1994) . The Hall magnetic field region shifts toward the magnetospheric side of the exhaust with downstream distance as the perpendicular electron outflow is diverted by the dawnward guide field . 
Vout = VAi0
Outer EDR e --scale B curv. Vout,e > VAi0 Vout,i < VAi0 The strength and thickness of the Hall ∆B M region are ∼70% larger and ∼90% narrower on MMS-4 compared to the downstream spacecraft. The intense field aligned electron flows at the separatrix (maximum speed of 680 km/s ≈ 2.6V Ai0 for MMS-4 versus 415 km/s ≈ 1.6V Ai0 for the downstream spacecraft) were ∼65% faster on MMS-4. The Hall electric field at the separatrix (∼14 mV/m for MMS-4 versus ∼7 mV/m for the downstream spacecraft) was twice as large on MMS-4.
Taken together, these observations indicate a crossing of the IDR dominated by Hall effects, which diminish over downstream distances on the order of two upstream ion inertial lengths.
Opening angle of the exhaust within the IDR
The opening half-angle of the exhaust is determined as follows: (1) the magnetospheric separatrix normal is determined using timing analysis of the E N > 0 onset, (2) the magnetopause normal is determined by timing of B L = 0, and (3) the angle between the two normal directions in the reconnection plane, which is the opening half angle, is determined. In Figure 2i , the angle of the separatrix is labeled φ and the angle of the magnetopause is labeled θ. The opening half-angle of the exhaust is proportional to the normalized reconnection rate R = tan −1 (θ + φ) (Sweet, 1958; Parker, 1973) if the exhaust thickness expands monotonically with downstream distance (note: per the following sections, the opening angle in Figure 2i varies with distance).
The opening angle of the magnetopause θ is 20 • (Fig. A1a) . In asymmetric reconnection simulations, the magnetopause is similarly inclined within 10 − 20 d i0 of the X-line Phan, Shay, et al., 2016; Wang et al., 2016) . The opening angle of the separatrix has larger associated uncertainties, as the large E N > 0 onset occurred over a finite range of time and thus does not define a 'sharp' surfacelike boundary; still, the angle φ was determined to be 4.5 • ± 2.5 • . Uncertainties in the L − N coordinates are likely comparable (±2 • in Fig. S1 ) but do not contribute significantly to the uncertainty in φ + θ, which is dominated by that of the separatrix normal. The opening angle of the magnetopause is significantly larger than that of the separatrix, indicating a preferential sunward expansion of the exhaust that displaces the magnetosheath. This preferential sunward expansion occurs as the magnetic flux convects downstream and reduces its curvature; it is energetically favorable for the boundary to expand in the direction with lower magnetic pressure.
The opening half-angle of the exhaust θ + φ is therefore between 22 • and 27 • . If the exhaust thickness increases monotonically and the co-moving velocity frame is valid for the whole crossing then MMS-4 entered the exhaust ∼60 d i0 (2900 km) downstream of the X-point and crossed the magnetopause ∼7 d i0 (380 km) downstream. The opening half-angle is equivalent to an aspect ratio of 0.36-0.44, which is roughly twice as large as the theoretical maximum reconnection rate of R = 0.22 for steady-state reconnection (Liu et al., 2017) , where the latter corresponds to a maximum angle of θ + φ = 12 • . Therefore the angle we have measured likely does not represent the "global" reconnection rate. Rather, the rapidly expanding boundary may be either a spatially localized and/or propagating, time-dependent "bulge" in the magnetopause. In the next section the electron dynamics at the magnetopause are examined in greater detail in order to investigate this scenario.
Electron dynamics and flux pileup
A number of electron-scale features are observed within a second of the B L reversal (Figure 3) . Key to understanding these dynamics are the normal magnetic field (Fig. 3c) , the electron outflow velocity (Fig. 3d) , and the relative locations of the MMS spacecraft during the crossing (tabulated below Fig. 3) ; however, all data in A channel of enhanced reconnected B N > 0 flux is observed by all spacecraft, the sign of which is expected southward of the X-line. The size of B N is unexpected, being almost half as large as the upstream field on MMS-3. The three downstream spacecraft observed enhancements of B N ≈ 0.3−0.5B L0 (16-25 nT) extending from the magnetopause into the magnetosheath side of the boundary layer. The normalized B N is roughly consistent with the range of values for the exhaust aspect ratio (0.36-0.44). MMS-4 observed a smaller B N than the downstream spacecraft, with B N ≈ 0.2B L0 (11 nT). Unlike at the downstream spacecraft, the B N enhancement turns on and off sharply at MMS-4. The B N > 0 channel at MMS-4 is bounded on either side by sharp 2 d e0 -thick electron currents of almost 4 µA/m 2 . The center of the B N > 0 channel at MMS-4 is observed in conjunction with a northward, i.e., returning towards the X-line, flow (Fig. 3d ) of magnetized electrons. The out-of-plane current was largely duskward, i.e., J M < 0, though some dawnward current is also observed in the vicinity of the B N > 0 maxima (Fig. 3f ). Particle acceleration J · E > 0 was occurring at the downstream spacecraft. MMS-4 observed very rapid J · E/n ≈6 keV/particle/sec acceleration localized at the sheath-ward edge of the B N > 0 channel and broader, slower particle deceleration within the channel (Fig. 3g ). While MMS-4 observed mostly magnetized and gyrotropic (not pictured) northward electron flow, the downstream spacecraft observed weak and mostly southward electron outflow (Fig.  3d) .
Summary and interpretation of observations 7.1 Summary
A primary magnetopause diffusion region event observed by MMS with ion-scale inter-probe separations was analyzed. A broad ion-scale, sub-Alfvénic, demagnetized ion outflow was observed with embedded super-ion-Alfvénic electron outflow. Fieldaligned filamentary electron flows were observed at the magnetosphere-side separatrix and a normal Hall electric field was observed on the outflow side of the separatrix. The downstream spacecraft observed a broad ion-scale Hall magnetic field on the magnetospheric side of the outflow region, while MMS-4 observed a narrow electron-scale Hall field at the magnetopause. The opening angle of the magnetospheric separatrix (φ =2 • -7 • ) was significantly smaller than the magnetopause (θ =20 • ), indicating the preferential sunward expansion of the IDR exhaust, which displaces the magnetosheath. The opening half-angle of the exhaust, φ + θ = 22 • − 27 • , was significantly larger than the theoretical maximum for steady-state reconnection, 12 • , but was consistent with the size of the large B N ≤ 0.3 − 0.5B L0 pileup observed by MMS-1, 2, and 3 at the magnetopause mid-plane. Within the channel of piled-up B N , MMS-4 observed a flow of mostly magnetized gyrotropic electrons returning to the X-line, with rapid particle acceleration occurring at the edges of the flow and deceleration occurring within. et al. (2017) proposed that the maximum steady-state reconnection rate is controlled by force balance. In the exhaust, the outward-pointing J × B Hall force is inversely proportional to the exhaust opening angle. If the opening angle increases, then the magnetic curvature and out-of-plane current decreases. During steady-state reconnection, the outward-pointing tension force is balanced by the inward-pointing magnetic and thermal pressure gradient forces (the magnetic pressure is zero at a null point and positive elsewhere). Liu et al. (2017) also showed that for unsustainably large opening angles, the diffusion region is embedded within a larger region. Within this region the upstream reconnecting field B L0 is reduced from its asymptotic value as the upstream inflow fails to match the reconnection rate. The reductions of the upstream B L and the outward-pointing Hall force serve to reduce the reconnection rate toward an equilibrium.
Interpretation of results

Liu
We propose an explanation for these electron dynamics observed at the magnetopause that is based on the work of Liu et al. (2017) and the ubiquity of bursty electron acceleration in central magnetopause EDRs (see Section 1). As a super-ion-Alfvénic electron jet propagates downstream, the magnetic curvature is gradually alleviated and the electrons magnetize. Once magnetized, the jet must brake, as the reconnected field lines that thread the jet are anchored in the upstream plasmas and thus their motion is limited by the upstream Alfvén speed. Pileup of B N flux in the jet braking region is expected even for a steady and uniform reconnection electric field E M and a monotonically increasing exhaust thickness. Intense pileup, of the type reported here, could result from inertial forces if a burst of fast electron outflow collides with slower outflow. The intense pileup of B N > 0 reconnected flux in the braking region alters the balance of forces along the outflow direction in two ways: (1) by reducing the magnetic curvature ∂B L /∂N and (2) by increasing the magnetic pressure gradient force −B N ∂B N /∂L upstream of the pileup region. Curvature is relieved by preferential sunward expansion of the exhaust, creating a bulge on the magnetosheath side of the magnetopause within the IDR. Meanwhile, as predicted by Liu et al. (2017) , the energy density of reconnecting magnetic flux |B L | is reduced immediately upstream of the diffusion region as the inflow fails to keep up with the outflow. Ultimately, the reconnection region responds to a bursty increase in the electron outflow by throttling back that rate.
The data shown in Figure 3 can be examined to verify this scenario. Given that J · E > 0 in the pileup region at the downstream spacecraft, we assume that MMS observed the magnetopause responding to the pileup rather than the initial generation of the pileup region, which has J · E < 0 (Hwang et al., 2017) . First, we note the difference in the strengths of B N observed by MMS-3 and MMS-4, which were separated by an effective ∆L ≈ 90 km. The inward-pointing B N gradient is therefore of order 10 −3 nPa/km. The tension force, which is the difference of the Hall J × B and the magnetic pressure forces, must be compensating for this inward pressure force, since J M B N is predominantly outward-pointing. However, the presence of some dawnward J M ≥ 0 in the B N > 0 channel illustrates that the pressure and tension forces are not always sufficient for sustaining the outflow. The presence of northward v eL > 0 on MMS-4, compared to the v eL ≤ 0 observed by the downstream spacecraft, suggests that force balance may require a reversal in the electron inertia; however, the electron inertial force nm e v eL ∂v eL /∂L is extremely small when evaluated over the scale of the spacecraft separation, being of order 10 −10 nPa/km. Lastly, we note that MMS observed a reduction of |B L | < B L0 in the upstream magnetosheath region, as was predicted by (Liu et al., 2017) . The reduction of B L was most significant on MMS-4, which is consistent with the predictions of (Liu et al., 2017) , as the effect is expected to be most pronounced near the X-line (see Fig. 2i ). Wang et al. (2016) analyzed the ion dynamics during this magnetopause crossing and found that the demagnetized ions were only weakly accelerated by the electric field around the pileup region. By analyzing the opening angle of the exhaust and the L component of the X-line velocity, we have reached different conclusions regarding the distance between MMS and the X-line. Wang et al. (2016) used V Xline,L = 0 and R = 0.1 to conclude that MMS was ∼-70 d i0 downstream of the X-line when it encountered the B N > 0 channel, while we have concluded that MMS-4 may have been within ∼-7 d i0 of the X-line and that all four spacecraft encountered the IDR. We note that our results are still consistent with the overall findings of Wang et al. (2016) however, as the reduction in the net magnetic force within the B N > 0 channel should limit the ion acceleration rate.
Conclusions
The overarching question of this investigation was: "how, if at all, does bursty electron acceleration in the central EDR affect the ion-scale reconnection rate?" We have found a case study in which the IDR appears to be throttling the reconnection rate in response to what must be a temporary increase in the reconnection rate. We conclude that if the flux pileup was indeed a result of the braking of an electron jet, then central EDR processes may temporarily, at least, modify the ion-scale reconnection rate before larger-scale processes act to restore equilibrium. We note that while the 16-d e0 -thick (0.4d i,0 -thick) pileup channel may be too thin to allow for direct ion coupling, it has modified the magnetic force balance over a region ≥ 2-d i0 in length. The modification of the magnetic forces over this region may explain the weak ion acceleration reported by Wang et al. (2016) . Lastly, we recall that a large number of studies identified MMS crossings of the primary X-line for roughly three hours after the crossing studied here. This indicates that while the reconnection rate may be disrupted at 07:41 UT, reconnection does not cease over longer magnetospheric timescales.
Appendix A Orientation and motion of the reconnection region LM N coordinates are determined with joint variance analysis (JVA) (Mozer & Retinò, 2007) , where maximum variance analysis (MVA) of B is used to determinê L, MVA of E is used to determineN that is adjusted to be perpendicular toL, and M =N ×L. JVA is applied to each spacecraft after smoothing B and E with a lowpass filter with a 3-second window, such that fluctuations that are unrelated to the overall boundary structure are removed. Ultimately, four LM N coordinate systems are determined with JVA, whoseL,M , andN axes differ from one another on average by ∼ 2 • . The system determined by applying JVA to MMS-4 data is used in this study as the eigenvalue separation was largest (the ratio of theL andM eigenvalues was 55.0 for MVA-B and the ratio of theN andL eigenvalues was 53.8 for MVA-E). In geocentric solar ecliptic (GSE) coordinates, the axes areL =[0.23178, 0.11340, 0.96613],M =[0.50786, -0.86119, -0.02076], andN =[0.82967, 0.49547, -0.25720].
The results of JVA compare favorably with a fifth LM N system, which is determined with the hybrid technique of Denton et al. (2018) , where the maximum directional derivative of B determinesN , MVA-B determinesL that is adjusted to be perpendicular toN , andM completes the right-handed system. The four sets of LM N axes are all within ≤ 4 • from those determined with JVA of MMS-4 data. Thê L andN axes of these five coordinate systems are compared in Figure A1a .
We apply four-point timing analysis (Schwartz, 1998) to the B L reversal at the magnetopause. We obtain similar results for the magnetopause normal direction and speed that were determined in Wang et al. (2016) using timing analysis of B Z = 0. This normal direction of the B L = 0 surface is dramatically different from the previous normal directions ( Figure A1a ), being tilted northward by ∼ 20 • . The normal direction obtained with timing analysis of the B L reversal isN M P ause =[0.88809, 0.45605, 0.05748] (in GSE) and the speed of the magnetopause along the normal direction is V M P ause ·N M P ause = −77 km/s. The full three-dimensional velocity of the reconnection layer is determined using the spatiotemporal difference method (STD) (Shi et al., 2006 (Shi et al., , 2019 . STD is applied to the ∼3.5-second interval surrounding the magnetopause crossing, as shown in Figure  A1b -c. STD assumes that the time variations of the magnetic field observed in the spacecraft reference frame are due to the advection of a steady-state structure. The reference frame of the structure V str is found such that ∂ B/∂t = − V str · ∇ B, where ∂ B/∂t is the time derivative in the spacecraft frame and a solution for V str is most easily obtained in the eigenvector system of the 3x3 matrix (∇ B) T (∇ B). It is possible to define a (time-dependent) solution for V str for each magnetic field measurement made by MMS; however, we discard solutions that are associated with eigenvalues ten times smaller than the reported sensitivity of the MMS magnetometers, which is 0.1 nT (Russell et al., 2016) . The solutions for V str that pass this quality criterion are integrated to obtain a displacement vector, which is then fit using linear regression ( Figure A1c ). The resulting velocity obtained with STD is, in LM N coordinates, [-157, -68, -23 ] km/s. The projection of this velocity onto the normal vector obtained by timing analysis is -75 km/s, in good agreement with the previous estimate (-77 km/s).
